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Introtkction

Magnetohydrodynamics is a fluid model for the motion of an ionized gas in a magnetic field.
In it’s ideal, non-dissipative form, the Lundquist equations, it has the same mathematical chariictw
as the model for gas dynamics. It gives, in the same way, a self-consistent description of the tluid
dynamics, including the exchange of momentum and energy between the field and the fluid.

Mathematically, the Lundquist equations area symmernc hyperbolic system of equations in
conservation form. Theorems of existence and unique~ess of solutions for initial and
boundary-value problems have been proven. Waves and shocks are among the solutions to the
equations. In these respects, the Lundquist equations are completely similar to the gas dynamic
equations.

However, because oft-he gtmter complexity of the physics which they describe, some
mpects of the solutions me quite different. The magnetic field introduces a strong anisotropic
character to the medium which causes wave propagation to depend on the direction of propagation
with respect ot the magnetic field. ln addition, there are several distinct speeds so that, in general,
the responses to disturbances are quite complex.

To capture the principal features of tie solutions in numerical calculations, several problems
must be addressed. Some of these problems are unique to MlID: for example, preserving the
solenoididity of the magnetic field. Others are similar to ordimuy gas dynamics, such as energy
conservation, numerical stability, and computational diffusion, but are more complex or have
different consequences for MHD than for ordinary fluid flow.

These fundamental problems in the numerical solution of the MHD equations are discussed
as four topics: the dispersion of the Lundquist equations and the dispersion and stability of finite
difference approximations; the eonsemation laws of MHD and the achievement of conservation in
the numerical solutions; a discussion of convective transport and its role in computational diffusion;
and finally, a method for preserving the solenoidality of the magnetic field.

The Fundamental Equations of Plasma Physics

In plasma simulation, one solves the fundamental equations of plasma physics for the
self-consistent evolution of the electric and magnetic fields, and for the individual particle orbits. A
plusma, which is composed of electrons and ions, each with charge * q and mass mp, gendrites m

elccttic and magnetic field, E and B. Individual particle orbits are determined by the dynamical
uqu:ltions,

!$!=”
P

imd

The motion of individual particles causes fluctuations in the nef charge,

P = Xjq,d’x’ 8(X’ - XP)S(X’ - X) ,

p, s

(1)

(3)

(-t)

‘Ilw duipc funu!ion, S, which is f~rniliar from pltismit simulation, is o positive function with
ht~umlcdsupport, h, ml wi[h unit nonnidizwion, In iIphysicitl plasmu, h is negligible, IMNthe

numhur dcnsi[y 01’pwtiules is so Inrgc thfiton wty Icng[h scale of interest, p ml ,Jm wm~thly

v:lrying, III it simul:ltcd lllil~mii,[his is not rwcessarily true Imituse there ;rrc fewer pilrti~l~s. I:(w



J are continuous and differentiable even on small length scales compared with the particle
separation.

The net charge and current produced by the particles in turn act on the electric and magnetic
fields. The action is described by Maxwell’s equations: the homogeneous equations are Fartid:iy’s
laws,

1 ~B—.— +VXE=O, (5)
~ at

and the solenoidal condition on B,

VoB=O, (6)

These equations express intrinsic properties of the fields. The inhomogeneous equations which
relate the sources to the fields are Poisson’s equation,

voE=4xp, (7)

and Ampere’s law,

(8)

The self-consistent solution of these equations is quite complex, requiring full knowledge of all the
individual particle orbits and the resulting elecrnc and magnetic field~. This can be done for
Vlasov’s equation for short times and small length scales by using the methods of nlasma
simulation.

The Derived Equations of Magnetohydrodynamics

One is fortunate th[u many physical problems can be modeled with less than complete
knowledge of ail the individual particle orbits. One successfully models fluid flows, for example,
by solving the Navier-Stokes equations for the mass, momentum and energy of the flow. These
equaticms average over the complicated motion of indwidual particles to reduce the number of
independent variables needed to characterize the flow.

Similarly, magnetohydrodyn~mics (MHD) also averages over the motion ot individual
churged particles interacting with a magnetic field. Compared to plasma sim:dittion, it describes the
behtivior of plasrrlas on long time and space scales, sufficiently long that rapid fluctuations in local
charge density average to zero and that individual particles are deflected ,somuch by short riingc
interdictions that they forget their initial conditions, The scattering, due to collisions, localizes !hc
effect of itldividual particles to distances less than a inean free path, which is defined as the distance

a particle can travel before being scattered through an iwngiuequal to 90° Usually, but not by
necessity, the motion of particles is assumed to be non-relativistic.

The simplest model for magnetohydrodyn~ mics is cxprtssr.d by the L.undquist equiitkms,
which comprise Ampere’s law,

J = –c— (v x B), (9)
4K

( lo)

E+
Ux B
—-= 0, (11)
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the momentum equation,

(au
—+ V*upu=–Vp+Jx B,

‘at

and energy equation,

ai
—+ V.ui.

p at
-p (v ● u), (14)

where i is the intem:d energy per unit mass. These equations :wedenvcd from the particle
equations in Ref. (1).

Magnetohydrodynamic Waves

Consider an infinite, homogeneous fluid in static equihbrium, with density Pg, pressure P(),

and mngnetic field BO.Small amplitude pemrbations about this state evolve as described by the
linearized equations of motion,

dp
__&- + po(v o tll) = o

dP,

dt
—+ypo(voul)=o

(15)

(16)

dB
~t’ + BO(VOU1) - (Tj&V)LI1 = O—.— (18)

For simplicity, ii system of units is chosen in which c=4x, If one substitutes a solution of the f(wm,

B, =R1(t=O)e
i (cd .kx)

(19)

the piUtiUl difft+!rclltiid cqwttions above ctin be written m il system of nlgebr;iic cquiltions,

-@ P1+P/kcu, )=O (15’)
●

- (J)p, +YP(l (k Oul)= () (Is)

- Woul+ k(p, +~(,@~l)- (B(). k)lll = () (17’)



in the directicn of the wave travel, Bn = B ● k / [k 1.

The characteristic equation is eighth order, with four distinct roots. Each root corresponds t~
a possible independent mode of the system of linear equtitions. The roots tarethe p,article
characteristics,

C= (), (Zoa)

Alfven waves,

B
C.fd, (20b)

P
which cannot travel perpetldicuktr to B, and the SILWand fast waves, which are roots of the tem~ in
binckets in Eq, 20,

~ (a2+A2kcz=— J- (a2+ A*) - 4a2’An2 ) (~&)

where AZ = B*/ p, and A2n = B2n / A. Parallel to the magnetic field, Arl = A, and the two
solutions to Eq, (20c) are,

and

c= kA. (Zlb)
Perpendicular to the magnetic field, the two roots ,are,

2 U2
C=o; c=*(a2-A ) . (22)

Ile litst roots are magnetoacoustic waves,
The wave speeds are represented in it Friedrich’s diagram, which depicts the wave fronts that

result from a point disturbance, such as would occur were a pebble dropped into a still pond of
w’it.er,There are three wave fronts, two of which result from waves which propagate parallel to the
magnetic field. The three waves are called fast, slow and Alfven waves, There a~+etwo cases,
depending upon whether a < A or a > A, as shown in Fig. (1).

For the Iineitrized equations, the group and phase velocities are equal

do) IQ
~=k’

(23)

and thus the roots of the dispersion relation are the characteristic speeds :It which information is
propaga;cd wtd the wave fronts define the domain of influence of each point in the medium. The
wtive frcmts iilso define the domain of dependence of the solution at each instant. If one were to
construct itditigram in one dimension of all the points from which n signal can propagate to ii givctl
point x$ in a tirnc t, the diagram would look like Fig. (2), For numencal stability, the donlilin of

depemi’encemust alwitys exceed the domain of influence.
A disturbimce tit t = Ofor any x such that xs - ct s x < x%+ ct ‘wherec is the mitximurn wiiv~.

speed, WIII influence the solution at xs at time t, When the system is finite, the boundtiries ids(]will
begin to influence the solution after a sufficiently kmg time. If the signal tmnsit time from
Ixwndary to hounditry is short compared with the t!me scitle of interest, the problem hecomcs nl{vu
like ii tfiunditry value, cmelliptic problem than an illitiid value, or hyperbolic problem,

Numcric;ll Sttihility: Implicit and Explicit Schemes

If [ltl$, [ I5- IX)nrc diffcrcnucd in time iifld Fourier transformed in SpilCC, they lllil~ be

writ[f!n,

(15”)



p~-p~+ypoi(ko~l~)At=~ (16”)

pO(u~-u~) +ik(p~+Bo B~) At- i(BOok)B~At = o (17”)

B~-B~+BO (ik Ou~)At-i BO@ku~At =0, (18”)

where U“ = flu’+ (1 - (3)uO,and p ~ = tppl+ (1 - ~) pO. The scheme is called a e scheme.

Various values of e and q correspond to well known algorithms. With O= 1 and w = O,one has

the ex@icit leapfrog m Courant scheme; with (3= 1/2 and q = 1L2,the impiicit Richardson scheme;

and with (l = 1 and q = 1, the implicit backward Euler scheme. To derive the dispersion relation

for ~hediscretized equations, one simp!y replaces the ordinary frequency coby Q (co)and the

ordinary wave number k by K (~, !2), To obtain the r,umerical dispersion, one first solves for Q

and then for m (k).

With the time variation, ei 0‘, as before, the finite difference approximation to tinetime
derivative becomes,

coAt
P:-P; io)t ‘in 2

=iople - . (24)
At

where the reference time, t, is midway between p 1
written,

u)At
2

and p“, The intermediate value, Ue, can be

0
‘1 = 1/2(uj+u~)+ (e-m)- (uf-u ~), (25)

i~l

[

o.)At coAt
=ule = cos —

2
+ 2i((3-lfl)sin —

2 1
It is now convenient to define a new frequency Q and wave number K,

wAt
tan —

2
Q=(l)

(oA t

2

The numeric;il phase velocity is simply

(26)

J= $-t
@ #P

LIndthe dispersion rclittion is of exwxly the silme form as before with c’ substittited for c. The rmNs
of the numcricd dispersion rekuion nre calculated from the origini.tlroots,

c
,2 = C* (27)



or

S22= C2KU’$ (28)

requiring the solution of a transcendental equation.
For example, for waves propagating perpendicular to the magnetic field (Bn = O), the wave

speed is given by

c = ~ (a*+ A2)12 , (29)
where A is the Alfven speec’,

A= —B–, (30)
P

112

and the wave is the magnetoacoustic wave, The frequency is given by,

L?2= k2(a2+A2)(l +i(O - li2)f2At)(l+i(~ l/2) QAt). (31)

When (1= q = 1/2 (the Richardson scheme), - x < (IIA t < z for all values of the right hand side,

As At increases, coapproaches the Nyquist frequency, 0-> ~ z /At. Because (JIis real for all

wdues of k and At, the Richardson scheme is unconditionally stable.

The Courant or leapfrog scheme corresponds to (1= 1, ~ = O. One solves first the

momentum equation u ~, and then Faraday’s law, the continuity and pressure equations for B1, p 1

and p 1 using u 1). The dispersion relation for the Courant scheme is given by

(22= lc2: -.

[
~ kcAt12.—

21

(32)

The schenle is conditionally stable. When kcdd >2, Q is pure imaginary and thus (o is also pure
imi],ginary,and exponentially growing modes occur, That is, when a signal propagates more thm
one wavelength in At, the scheme is unstable. The domain of influence exceeds the domain of
dependence,

In general, when 0 and q are unequal to 1/’2,the frequency is complex. For example, when

@= q, one cm easily solve for the imagina.ry part of Q,

I(2(~+ Aj ((l - 1/2) $

Ifn(Q) =
z Ati

1 = (El- l/2)2 k2(aL+ A ) (y)

(33)

When (3< 1/2, Im Q c O(and thus lrn (co))and the modes will grow exponentially, When 6>
1L?, Im S’2>0, and the modes will dec:iy exponer~tially, When At is very lurge,

(fiAt 4
Im ~tm —

2) -z

(34)

(35)

‘1’bus,implicit time diffcrencing will damp modes; explicit lime differcncinjj will he unst:d-k unless



The discretization in time will cause the phase velocity for short wavelength modes to be

small. Physically, the ratio of ri)/kshould be constant for all k. Numerically, cocannot be larger

than the Nyquist frequency. Thus, as k increases, o.Ykmust decrease. Numerical dispersion will
cause a train of short wavelength ripples to trail a disturbance.

Energy Conservation and Time Centering

Linear stability is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for stability. The Lundquist
equations are nonlinear, and one must have nonlinear stability as well. To achieve this, the
equations must either be energy conservative or dissipative. If total energy increases with time, the
equations are nonlinearly unstable.

In the analysis of the linearized Lunciquist equations, a particularly simple case was examined
iibove. Certain conclusions from that analysis can be applied to other discretizations that are not so
simple. This allows the freedom to choose time differencing to conserve energy without violating
linear stability constraints.

Consider the Lagrangian, semi-discrete approximation to the Lundquist equations. In these
equations, the convective derivative and the time derivative are combined in the material derivative,
and Faraday’s law is written in it’s equivalent Lagrangian form,

p“(i’ -?) = .pV(V ● uO)At (36)

B1-BO= [ 1-Jjl(vo ue)+(B~ov)ue At (37)

[

B%B1
po (U1 - U“) = -v (pq+ 1~)+VOB~B~ At. (38)

These are not the same choices of time levels as in Eqs, (16” - 18”), but they can be analyzed

similarly and shown to be stable with ~, q 2 1/2. From these equations, one can form the energy
integral and demonstmte that energy is conserved.

Consider a small volume of fluid whose surfaces move with the fluid velocity, and within

which the magnetic field, density, and pressure are essentially constant. Let q = 1/2,

B’P= qB*+(l-q)BO (39)

The change in magnetic field energy is given by,

1121
AE~=+ [(B1~ V*-(B”)’ VO] = $B

1

l+ B$o(B1-BO)d+T(B ) (V -V\ (40

Substituting from Eq. (37) yields

[

AF%= 1 0
1

(-YB aBl)voue+ BQo(B~d7)u9 VOAt, (41)
h

where the relation,

V’-v”= (vo~e)At@ (42)

is assumed.
The change in kinetic energy is given by

AFX = [
U

po (U’)*. (u”)z # = po Ue c (u’ -u“) -(o

1

- ;)(U’ - U())2 @ (43)

Substituting from Eq, (38) yields,



[

AEK= -uec V(pl+ 1~)+Ue ● (V ● Bv) B$’ VOAt -(6 -$ (U1-U0)2p0V0 (44)
&

The change in internal energy is given by integrating Eq, (36). This change, added to Eqs.
(42) and (44) yields the change in total energy,

AE= [-v ● 1? (p~+
Bog B1 1z )+ VGB9BQCUe VOAt-(0 - ;) (J - u0)2 poV“ (45)

L

The last term is negative definite when 0> 1/2, and the differencing is dissipative as required. Total
energy is easi Iy conserved, simpiy by adding the lost kinetic energy to the internal energy,

p“( il. iO)=-pQ(V. ue)At + (9– V2)(u1-u0)2 (46)

The Eulerian form of the equations can be analyzed similarly. Consider the explicit difference
equations,

[ 1pO(ul-uO)= -V. UOpOUO-VpO+VXBOXBO At (47)

pO(il-iO) = -pO(V. tt*)At-V. uOpOiO

B1-BO= [ 1VXUl XBO At

(48)

(49)

Following a similar path to the one above, one forms the energy integral for these equations,

AE= [-UIOVUJOpOUO -Voul(pO+ pOiO)-V *((ulx BO)x BO)]At (50)

-1/2( u1-u0)2p0 + l/2( B1-B0)2

Two features of this equation should be noted. Because the equations are explicit, the
magnetic field and velocity are at different time levels in the equations and energy is transferred
from the flow to the magnetic field, If the scheme is to be dissipative overall, the sum of the two
quadratic terms must be negative. This requires that the flow be supersonic,

B*
u2>— = A2.

P
Second, because the equations are Eulerian, a convective term for the kinetic energy appears which

,, is not in conservation form. This is a common result, and forces the use of a conservation equation
for total energy, rather than for its component parts individually,

From this single result, it is not correct to conclude that all explicit schemes will be
nonlinearly unstable for low speed flow. However, it is often observed in numerical calculations
that explicit methods are much noisier than implicit methods, and this may indicate an ur;,derlying
instability. In any case, it indicates that schemes with acceptable properties in applications to fluid
dynamics may not have the same properties when applied to h4HD.

Spatial I)ifferencing

To solve the Lundquist equations numerically, one must discretize in space as well as in
time. The least complex case, for .MHDflow on a Lagrangian grid in one dimension, will ‘be
discretized.

Ile data for a numerical calculation is typically specified by giving the values of the
dependent varkbles at grid points, xv, These points are caused to move with the fluid velocity,

dxv
u“=—.

dt

To define the values of the solution at intermediate points, the values at grid points are interpolated,
)



For example, the velocity is given by a similar convolution to that used earlier in Eqs. (3) and (4)
for particles,

u(x)= Xj dx’i5(x -x’) S(x’-x)uv,
v

where S is the shape function defined by the recursion relation,

Sm=
J

dx’sO(x -x’)sm-l (x’).

a

In this family of shape functions, there is included nearest grid point interpolation, or NGP,

()
lx I

1, — s 1/2

s“=~ Ax
v

Ax
o, othenvise

and linear interpolation,

Ax
\ o,

Substituting these shape functions into the differential equations yields discrete equations directly.
Consider, first, the continuity equation, Eq. (12), To convert from the Eulerian to the

Lagrangian form of this equation, one substitutes the definition of the Lagrangian, or material, time
derivative,

dP=afL+ui2Q
dt at ax “

In Lagrangian form, the continuity equation is written,

If one chooses to specify the density at the center of each cell, and to use NGP interpolation
for the density and linear interpolation for the velocity,the discretized continuity equation that
results is,

[* .

q z 1ad(x- xv) o

Q+pc Uv
dt

S(x-xc)=o.
c c ax

S is defined so that dS/dt = O. Since S0 and W l/~x are constant within each cell, the continuity
equation can be written,

dp, u -u
V+l v _

T + “ xv+, -xv
0.

It is easy to show from the definition of cell volumes that mass is conserved.
It is useful to defirle geometric coefficients,



[
1, V=c+l

d
1 -1, V=c

1

, V=xv+l -xv .Vc‘y c

O, otherwise

Wherever the velocity is differentiated in the differential equation, the geomernc coefficients will
appear in the difference equations.

Using the geometric coefficients, Faraday’s law and the energy equation are written,

dBm

F=
o,

dB
~+B

d z dw U, -yc Bxc~%vv=o’
v v

dBZ
—+BZ

dt
~d@uv-BW~dWwv=O,

v v

dpC

x x+ypC dWuv=O.
v

The momentum equation can be written using the coefficients, but the form should be chosen
so that energy is conserved. Firsti let us define the energy by integrating the total energy over a
cell,

%+1

EC= J{ }p(i+u2/2)+B2/2 dx

xv

[

2

1=pc(ic+~(u~+uvuv+l+uf+lJ&‘c“
The kinetic energy can be expressed in terms of a mass matrix,

(R)c=~~uv#%.uv. , V’,V’’=1,2,
titi

where

%
1

[1

1 M?

$ = ~ Pcvc
1/2 1 “

One can then postulate a momentum equation using the mass matrix and the geometric coefficients,

du:
2

z
M:v, ~ = ~ dvc(pC++) VC- ~ B: dvCB~VC, a = x,y,z

v’ c c
Because the same geometric coefficients are used for the momentum equation as for Faritduy’sI;iw
imd the energy equation, energy consewation is easily demonstrated,



~:’ z “V’vmc+$-“V”w:’vc
V,c

Unfoxtiinately, the equations are difficult to solve because the mass marnx must be inverted
to solve for Uv.This difficulty can be avoided by “lumping” the mass matrix,

MC= pCVC.

With a lumped mass matrix, the momentum equation requires no marnx inversion,

The energy equation does not change because the “lumped” mass matrix is used. However, the
substitution may introduce an inconsistency. For example, a linear pressure gradient will not yield a
constant force on a grki with irregularly spaced points.

Generalizing the formulation to two and three dimensions requires redefining the geometric
coefficients Coefficients for two dimensional grids are calculated using bilinear interpolation, and
for three using trilinear interpolation. A description of the method in three dimensions is given in
Brackbill [Meth. Comput. Phys., ~, 1, 1976], and of the properties of the equations in Brackbbill
[J. Comput. Phys, U, 314, 1986].

Summary: Finite Difference Equations for MHD in One Dimension

Implicit finit; difference equations for the MI-IDquatiom in one dimension on a Lagrtmgia.n
grid are listed. The equations combine the differencing in time and space described in the previous
sections,

In the order in which they are solved each time step, the equations arc:

v = X:+l -x:
c

[
-1, V=(J 1

d 1 ‘ 1, V+l=c
VC‘y

1 0, otherwise I

p:-p:+p: x dKu:At=O
v

B1-B~C=Oxc



v

MC=pc VC, Mv= +{MC+MOIJ

~{

1
M,( U:- U:) = ‘ dm 0 E31+ 13j B:)P: + ~(Byc ~

}
VCAt

c

Mti (V:

Mv( W:

v:) = -z dW BfCB~CV, A t
.

c

w:)=- Z dvCB$ B; Vc A t
c

x: - x: =U: At

For energy conservation, ~ = 1/2.

Rezoning
A Lagrangian grid is not always the best one to use for a numerical calculation. For example,

in a shock problem, the smallest cells develop behind the shock where the density is highest, rather
than in the shock fnmt where the gradients are largest. Yet, the accuracy of the numerical solution
would be enhanced wem the cells smallest in the shock front, in order to resolve the gradients,

To move the grid points where they are needed, or to add points, one must transfer the data
from one set of grid points to another. Essentially, the data must be transferred as accurately as is
practical. Inaccuracies in conserving mass, momentum, energy and magnetic flux, and the
diffusion of gradients must be minimized.

A simple, yet satisfactory, transfsr method for one-dimensional problems using interpchitiun
may be constructed. Consider the density frost.A functional, M, may be defined by,

x

M(x) =
J

dx’ p (x’)

o
To reccver the density, given M, one simply differentiates, The density is given by inte~polatiort,
but the integral of the density over the domain is independent of the order of interpolation because
the inte@ation function is normalized,

%+1

M=
SJ

p,v, $dx’ S* (X’ - Xc) = pcvc

cd
\

ml

When the density is linearly interpolated, the functional is given by,

%

M, = Zj dx’p, S1 (X’ - Xc) + kfv,l

c K.1

Evaluating the infcgrii yields,



[ 1 M, -Mv-l+PC.2+%1+PC=x-x
v v-]

The density is given by a matrix equation, even when the grid does not move. Jf the rnarnx is
lumped, as was the mass matrix in the Lagmngian equations above, computational diffusion is
introduced. The replacement,

is equivalent to one diffusion step with diffusivity 1/8,
If the grid is replaced by a new one, the functional maybe interpolate from one grid to the

other v~ithoutloss of mass. If xv is replaced by X’v,the new density on the new grid is calculated
in two steps. First M on the new grid is calculated by interpolation,

M“’ = z Mv, Sf’ ( Xv, - x’v) .
v’

The density is then calculated by differencing the functional, assuming that the densi~ on the new
grid is defined Ly the same interpolation as on the old,

1
[ 1 M,’ -Mv ,’

P’C-2+ 6 P’,.l + PC = ;---<
F v v-1

For consistency, the order of intm-poliitionfor the functional should be one greater than the
order for the density, Since it is inconvenient to use higher order than quadratic because of the
difficulties inspecifying boundary conditions, this limits the order of interpolation of the density to
linear. One could avoid the matrix inversion by using NGP interpolation for the density. The
equivalent order advection scheme is donor cell, which is known to be diffusive, Thus, one is
restricted to linear interpolation.

Similar functional may be defined for the momentum, magnetic flux and energy. They u.e,
x x x

u(x)=
J

dx’pu; v(x)=
J

dx’pv; w(x)=
J

dx’pw

o 0 0

x x

A,=-
J

dx’ 13Y; Ay =
J

dx’ B,

o 0

K

J

222

E= dx’ p(i + ‘—+”2+ ‘-]

()

The momentum functional, for example, is calculated with NGP interpolation for the density iin(l

linear interpoltition for the velw*ity,and is written,

ll~c other comixmcnts of the momentum are c:duulmcd from similar equations.
‘Ilw tntignctic field is cidculatcd similarly to the density, ‘Ilw energy, howmwr, will IX hightir

order in the kinetic energy than in the intcmid energy becauseof its qumir,itic dependence on the
vcltwity,Tu dcid with this difficulty, one should use the !t.l)lpcd mi]Ss rlliitrix, defined i~h~vc, u’ilh

c(mscqucnt dissipit[ion of kinetic energy
The nlcthcd, [YIC, of which this is a simplified vmsion, ctin be cx[cmhd to two ilnd thrcu

dimmsiwlid prddcms. EPIC is described by Etistwoodo [his rnccting,



The !!kdenoidalCondition

The solenoidal condition on the magnetic field, Eq. (6), is an initial condition for the
Lundquist equations. If one forms the divergence of Faraday’s law, Eq. (10), one finds that if the
field is solenoidal initially, it will remain solenoidal.

IJnfoxtunately, this is not true for numerical calculations of MHD flow in two and three
dimensions. This is one important aspect of numerical magnetohydrodynamics that is not the same
in two and th e dimensions as it is in one. Either through errors in boundary conditions, or errors
in the finits dLference approximation to Faraday’s law, the field may develop a non-solenoidal
component in time. An error in solenoidality will cause the magnetic field to exert a non-physical
force along field lines.

An easy comection to Faraday’s law, which alters neither the stability nor the volubility of the
L,undquist equations, is as follows: One adds a term to Faraday’s law which causes the decay of
div(B),

dB
—=– VxE+d V(V. B),
&

The additional term is adapted from a suggestion made by Marder [ J. Comput, Phys. &,48,19871
to control charge imbalance in plasma simulation ccxies, It makes no difference to the physical
solution, because div(B) is zero anyway, but it does cause the error to diffuse away horn source
regions in numerical calculations, Now the evolution equation for non-zero div(B) contains a self
-correcting term,

a(vd3)—..
at

=v@dv(Vo B)

where d is the diffusivity. One can choose d arbitrarily, but it should be large enough to keep pace
with r,e nrod’Iction of errors, and small enough so that it dees not impose a limit on the time step
when differe :ed explicitly.

The correction term appears to be nonlinearly stable as well for it increases dissipation,

(lB
Bo —=- BOVx E+d BoV(Ve B)

at
=- V. ExB+-Vod BV@B -Eo J -d(Vdl)2

The first terms are in conservation form. The third is the work done by the magnetic field on the
fluid. The last is the dissipation in magnetic field energy due to the diffusion of the divergence of
the field.
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